We develop a methodology for analyzing the performance and stability of a server that maintains a multilevel data structure to service a set of access operations for (key,value) records. A subset of the operations executed by the server (e.g., insert and delete) require the multilevel data structure be reorganized so that the server can execute all subsequent requests e ciently. We study how often the server should carry out data reorganization (i.e., maintenance) to maximize its performance. If the server is frequently idle then there is no need to impose the reorganization overhead on the operation requests. The reorganization overhead may be completely eliminated by utilizing server-idling periods. If the server is frequently busy, then the reorganization overhead can be minimized by performing a complete reorganization only after the server has served a su cient number of insert/delete operations so that the amortized cost per operation is small. Therefore, the issue of how often one should perform data reorganization to minimize the average service time depends not only on the multilevel data structure maintained by the server but also on the type and intensity of the system workload.
Introduction
The client-server paradigm has been widely accepted as an e ective approach to structuring a computing system, especially in network-based environments. Many servers use a search table data structure to support lookup, update, deletion and insertion of records. The records are accessed using a key eld and updated atomically. Example applications include an authentication server I.R. Chen that maintains a password le 5, 15] , a database server that maintains bank account or employee information with the bank account or employee name being the search key 7], a name server that maintains object location information 18], a switch in a high speed computer network that maintains routing information for active virtual circuits 16], etc.
An issue that needs to be considered in the design of such servers is that after some insert/delete operations are executed, a data reorganization may be required. For example, performing an insert/delete operation on a sorted array data structure (a sorted le) requires the array be reorganized so that it remains sorted and compact. A balanced binary tree has a similar requirement. A B-tree must also reorganize its nodes in a bottom-up fashion when leaf nodes are split or merged.
Because reorganization is usually a time-consuming operation, reorganizing the data structure on-the-y, i.e., on a per insert/delete operation basis, needlessly increases the average service time of all operations because (a) if the server is frequently idle then there is no need to impose the reorganization overhead on the operation requests; the reorganization overhead may be completely eliminated from the clients' point of view by utilizing idle periods for reorganization, and (b) if the server is busy most of the time then the reorganization overhead can be minimized by performing a complete reorganization only after serving a su cient number of insert/delete operations so that the amortized cost per operation is small. Therefore, the issue of when to perform data reorganization in order to minimize the average service time depends on not only the data structure maintained by the server but also the type and intensity of the system workload.
We have previously modeled and studied the stability and optimality conditions of a queueing server that maintains a single-level data structure (e.g., a linear list) with deferred maintenance 2, 4] . In this paper, we extend our previous work to model and analyze servers that use multilevel data structures, where the data is organized into a hierarchy of structures in order to provide e cient implementations for all access operations 14] . This approach requires the use of some maintenance methods to reorganize the multilevel data structure to achieve its goal. Background maintenance processes 6] were proposed to reorganize multilevel data structures concurrently with the server's foreground process 14] . Here, we study deferred maintenance 13] as a design alternative. The reason is that some experimental results 1] indicated deferred maintenance in the context of garbage collection can perform better than concurrent maintenance at high tra c situations because of the large context-switch overhead associated with concurrent maintenance, especially when there is no deterioration bound on concurrent maintenance (which makes it just a variant of deferred maintenance).
The paper develops a modeling methodology that can be applied to both open (e.g., transaction) and closed (e.g., batch and terminal) systems 12] for a queueing server maintaining a multilevel data structure with deferred maintenance. It does not make any assumptions regarding the workload intensity. Earlier work 14] dealt with concurrent maintenance only and made the stringent assumption that there is only a single terminal user in the whole system. Therefore, there was no need to consider the stability issue under high tra c situations. This paper proposes a deferred maintenance technique that can utilize server-idling periods to perform data reorganization. Using this technique, the server will (a) perform a complete data reorganization periodically so as to minimize the average service time per operation; if a customer arrives before the maintenance is completed, the customer must wait in the queue; (b) attempt to reorganize the data structure whenever it becomes idle, i.e., when the server's queue is empty; however, if a customer arrives before the maintenance is completed, the maintenance is aborted (i.e., by discarding the scratch copy that would otherwise replace the data structure 3]) and the server resumes service immediately. Our goal is to rst model this queueing system and then apply the model to uncover the stability and optimality conditions as a function of the system workload.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background information on queueing servers that maintain multilevel data structures with deferred maintenance, and introduces the notation used in the paper. Section 3 develops performance models to analyze the behavior of these servers in both open and closed systems. In doing so, a state reduction technique is applied to reduce the model complexity and to allow analytical solutions for the average service time to be derived as a function of the workload intensity. Section 4 explains how the modeling technique can be applied to study a server that maintains a two-level sorted array data structure in both open and closed systems. The results show that deferred maintenance can greatly improve system response time in comparison with on-the-y maintenance of two other implementations, namely, a single-level sorted array and a single-level binary tree. Furthermore, deferred maintenance is able to sustain higher workload intensities in open systems without risking stability. An interpretation of the dependency of the optimal deferred maintenance period on the type and intensity of the system workload is given. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the paper and outlines some future research areas.
Background and Notation
Following the original de nition in 14], a multilevel data structure is a hierarchy of data structures. The hierarchy is ordered by decreasing search e ciency so that if a requested key exists at the top level the request can be serviced e ciently (this by and large applies to insert operations that may require checking for duplicate keys); otherwise, the server must recursively search the lower levels, thus degrading its performance. A queueing server maintaining a multilevel data structure is characterized by a service rate that varies from one operation to another depending on the degradation level of the data structure. The degradation level relates to the amount of reorganization necessary to achieve minimum service time. To illustrate this concept, consider a two-level sorted array (e.g., a search If the record is found, the server reads or updates the array element accordingly. To execute a delete operation, the server performs a similar search to locate the record, then it marks the record \deleted" by changing the status eld from occupied to empty without actually removing the record and reorganizing the data structure.
To process an insert operation, the server simply stores the new record at location B SizeB+1] and increments SizeB by 1, again without performing a data reorganization. (If duplicate keys are allowed, a search may also be needed before inserting a new record.) As more and more operations are serviced, the service time per operation increases because more array elements, including those marked deleted, will have to be inspected by the server to execute a lookup/update/delete operation. Moreover, an over ow will eventually occur in array B unless a data reorganization is performed to stabilize the system. When a data reorganization is performed, all occupied entries are sorted and copied into array A with SizeA marking the last one, and SizeB is reset back to 0. At this point, the server can again process a request e ciently because only a binary search on array A is required to service a lookup, update or delete operation. Note that for the two-level sorted array, the variable SizeA holds the size of the data structure just after a data reorganization while the variable SizeB holds the number of entries in excess of SizeA at any time before the next data reorganization starts. Clearly, the service rate of the server would continue to deteriorate if we let SizeB increase without purging deleted records. On the other hand, if we force SizeB=0 all the time, i.e., by reorganizing the data structure after every insert or delete operation, then the overhead associated with reorganization can potentially be large. In both cases, the system may not exhibit optimal performance because the e ective service time (including the data reorganization overhead) is not minimal. Here we also note that if the implementation of insert operations is changed such that a new record is appended to array A as long as array A remains sorted, then array A might contain more than SizeA elements before the next maintenance starts, and SizeB would not hold the number of entries in excess of
SizeA at any time before the next data reorganization starts. In this paper we consider the case in which neither the structure nor the number of elements stored at the top level of the data structure will be changed as a result of insert operations. Thus, array A always stores only SizeA records before the next maintenance starts, although some of which may have been marked deleted. As in 1, 8, 14] , we assume that the server system is designed to run for an in nitely long period of time, thus making it necessary that the \average" probability of deleting an existing record be equal to the \average" probability of adding a new record in the steady state. Initially at the system start-up time, the probability of insert operations may be greater than that of delete operations and the search table grows. We will discuss this transient case in Section 5. After the system has run for a su ciently long time, however, the search table gradually converges to a constant size and the steady state reaches. In the steady state, the data structure is neither empty nor over own and contains on the average R occupied records, corresponding to the long-term, average value of SizeA in the two-level sorted array example. The degradation level of the data structure is de ned as the \average" number of active and deleted records in excess of R, thus corresponding to the value held in SizeB variable in the average sense in the two-level sorted array example. Speci cally, let R i be the size of a multilevel data structure immediately after the i th data reorganization. Then, the average size of the multilevel data structure in the steady state is
When the system reaches the steady state, the server will perform data reorganization periodically in a cycle and all maintenance periods will be essentially indistinguishable and of the same length. Therefore, it su ces to describe the average behavior of the server in a single but repeated period. Note that the \average" degradation level of the data structure immediately after a maintenance in such a repeated period is zero since Prob(insert) = Prob(delete) in the steady state, viz.
Other variants of multilevel data structures include, for example, using a linked list at the second level while leaving the rst level as a sorted array, or using a perfectly balanced binary tree at the rst level and a binary tree for insertion at the second level, etc. A possible design of a three-level hierarchy may use a perfectly balanced tree at the top level, a sorted array at the middle level to which new records may be appended provided that it remains sorted, and an unsorted array at the bottom level that accommodates all other new records. The objective of these and other instances of multilevel data structures is to relax the requirement that data reorganization be performed after each insert/delete operation so as to make all access operations e cient. An existing record is deleted simply by changing its status eld to empty, while a new element is inserted at a level that can accommodate it without a ecting the search e ciency of higher levels.
We are interested in developing analytic models to assess the performance and stability of such designs and compare them with single-level designs that perform data reorganization on-the-y. As mentioned before, the original work in 14] dealt only with concurrent data reorganization and made the assumption that there is only a single terminal user in the system. This paper studies deferred maintenance as a design alternative and makes no assumption regarding the workload intensity. The models developed here can potentially be modi ed to analyze concurrent maintenance as well.
Conceptually, insert operations to a multilevel data structure are considered degrading operations because they increase the degradation level. Delete operations, on the other hand, never change the total number of active and deleted records stored in the data structure since they only mark the status of a record from occupied to empty. Therefore, delete operations along with lookup and update operations are considered non-degrading operations. A data reorganization upgrades the data structure by purging all deleted records at all levels and moving all active records to the top level. This eliminates any degradation (i.e., the degradation level becomes zero) and restores maximum e ciency to the data structure. For the two-level sorted array example, after a data reorganization, all deleted records in arrays A and B are purged, all active records are moved to the top level array A and sorted, and array B will become empty, i.e., SizeB=0. As mentioned earlier, a multilevel data structure is not reorganized after each degrading operation; hence, the degradation level may increase over time. The degradation level measures the extent to which the server has been degraded since the last reorganization because more (active and deleted) records must be scanned by the server to service clients' requests.
To develop a model for studying the behavior of a queueing server maintaining a multilevel data structure, it is necessary to characterize the system workload and express the performance characteristics of the server as a function of the degradation level of the data structure. The performance characteristics are described by the following parameters:
i : the rate of servicing non-degrading operations (i.e., lookup/update/delete) at degradation level i. a i : the rate of servicing degrading operations (i.e., insert) at degradation level i. m i : the maintenance rate of the server at degradation level i.
i : the probability that the queue is non-empty given that the degradation level is i. P i : the steady state probability that the server is at degradation level i. d p : the degradation level at which a data reorganization should be performed to minimize the average service time per operation.
In general, the rate of servicing degrading operations may be di erent from the rate of servicing non-degrading operations. For the two-level sorted array example above, if keys are never duplicated then the time to service an insert operation is equal to the time needed to copy a new record into location B SizeB+1] as no search is involved. We use a i to denote the service rate of degrading (i.e., insert) operations and i to denote the service rate of other operations. We also assume that all records have the same probability of being accessed and operations requests are statistically independent. The e ects of hot keys and serial correlation between successive operation requests are not considered in this paper.
The system workload is characterized by the following parameters:
: the arrival rate of client requests (in open systems).
N : the number of clients (in closed systems). Z : the average think time of a client between issuing operations (in closed systems). q : the probability of insert operations, assumed to be equal to the probability of delete operations in the steady state, that is, Prob(insert) = Prob(delete) = q in the steady state.
Model
Here we are interested in the performance of the server in the steady state in which Prob(insert) = Prob(delete) = q. The transient case in which Prob(insert) > Prob(delete) will be discussed later in Section 5. In the steady state, the server performs data reorganization periodically in a cycle and all xed-length maintenance periods are indistinguishable. Immediately after a data reorganization, the average size of the data structure is a constant as de ned by Equation 1 and the average degradation level of the server is zero as de ned by Equation 2.
It is assumed that all service and maintenance times are exponentially distributed. Thus, a Markov model can be used to describe the behavior of a queueing server maintaining a multilevel data structure with deferred maintenance. This behavior depends on the type of data structure maintained as well as on the following two quantities: the customer population and the degradation level. The customer population describes the queuing behavior of the system while the degradation level determines both the service and maintenance rates of the server in a maintenance period. The steady state solution of the underlying Markov model can be obtained using the global balance technique 12] which yields one equation per state; therefore, it is important to reduce the number of dimensions in the state representation, or the number of equations tends to grow combinatorially.
In our approach, the system state is initially represented by the pair (h; k) where h is number of pending requests (i.e., the queue length) and k is the degradation level of the server in a maintenance period. Then, a state reduction technique is used to remove the queue length from the state representation, yielding a one-dimensional (i.e., degradation only) Markov model. The latter can be used to derive a closed-form solution for the average service time per operation. We will demonstrate . . . 0,dp-1 1,dp-1 2,dp-1 1,dp-1 ? ?
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Open Systems
Given that the arrival rate of service requests is , the behavior of the server can be described by the two-dimensional Markov model shown in Figure 1 . Recall that (h; k) denotes a state in which the queue length is h and the degradation level is k.
The model is constructed as follows:
1. The arrival of a new request increments the population, but has no e ect on the degradation level. (The vertical transitions at rate downward.)
2. The queue length is decremented but the degradation level remains at i, i < d p , after the server completes a non-degrading operation (i.e., lookup, update or delete) which occurs with probability q = 1 ? q and is served at rate i . (The vertical transitions at rate q i upward.)
3. The server attempts a data reorganization whenever it is idle at degradation level i, 0 < i < d p . 0 1 2 dp ? 1 dp
2 q a 2 dp?1 q a dp?1 -m dp 6 dp?1 m dp?1 . . . (The horizontal transitions at rate m i from the top row states.) However, any request that arrives during the maintenance aborts it and the server remains at degradation level i. 4 . The queue length is decremented and the degradation is incremented from i to i + 1, i < d p ,
after the server completes a degrading operation (i.e., insert) which occurs with probability q and is served at rate a i . (The diagonal transitions at rate q a i .)
5. A data reorganization is performed once the degradation level reaches d p . (The wraparound transitions at rate m dp from the right column states.) If a request arrives during the maintenance period, it waits in the queue until the maintenance is completed.
The above two-dimensional model is too large to be solved directly for the performance metrics of interest. Numerical solutions are possible, but they are often laborious (e.g., a few hours of computation time using Monte Carlo simulation 17]). In addition, because of limited memory capacity, states with large queue sizes must be truncated, especially when d p has a large value.
This makes numerical solutions ine cient and sometimes even inaccurate. Below, we apply a state reduction technique through which a closed-form solution can be derived. It is an approximate solution because of the use of the state reduction technique. Nevertheless, its accuracy is comparable to that of the numerical solution as demonstrated in Section 4.
The approximate solution can be obtained by merging all states having the same degradation level, yielding a state diagram in which state i represents that the system is at degradation level i.
The simpli ed model is shown in Figure 2 . It can be explained as follows.
From state i, 0 < i < d p , there are two possible transitions. One to state i + 1 and another to state 0. The former transition occurs after the server completes a degrading (i.e., insert) operation.
The transition rate is i q a i , where i is an approximate, independent estimate of the probability that the server is busy in state i, q is the probability of an insert operation and a i is its service rate.
The latter transition to state 0, on the other hand, occurs after the server completes a successful maintenance given that it became idle in state i. The transition rate is i m i , where i is the probability that the server is idle in state i and m i is its maintenance rate. In state d p , the only possible transition is to state 0 at rate m dp , while in state 0, the only possible transition is to state 1 after completing a degrading operation.
To solve the simpli ed model, it is necessary to determine i (the probability that the server is busy at degradation level i). Consider the subset of states having the same degradation level i in Figure 1 . Requests arrive at rate and are served at rate q i , where q is the probability of a non-degrading operation and i is the corresponding service rate 1 
and from which state onward the probability that the server is busy in state i is 1, i.e., 8j; d p > j i ; j = 1. The rst condition is actually a special case of the second condition when i = 0. The simpli ed model shown in Figure 2 can be solved using global balance. Let P i represent the steady state probability that the system is at degradation level i. The global balance equations are given by: 8j; 1 j d p ?1 : ( j q a j + j m j )P j = j?1 q a j?1 P j?1 m dp P dp = dp?1 q a dp?1 P dp?1 Let dp = 0 (hence dp = 1) for notational convenience. The above equations can be combined in the form: 8j; 1 j d p : ( j q a j + j m j )P j = j?1 q a j?1 P j?1 : 1 Note that q a i does not contribute to the service rate when the system stays at the same degradation level i; it does when the degradation level increases from i to i + 1.
which is a system of d p linearly independent algebraic equations with d p + 1 unknow variables P i .
Using the normalizing equation dp X i=0 P i = 1, we get: The average service rate of the server in open systems, denoted by X o , can be computed using X o = dp?1 X i=0 P i ( q i + q a i ). Thus X o = dp 
The reciprocal of X o , of course, is the average service time. Equation (6) is a general closed-form solution for the average service rate of the server as a function of the workload intensity and d p in the open system. Below, we shall see that the same equation can be modi ed to determine the average service rate for closed systems as well.
Closed Systems
Closed systems include both batch and terminal systems 12]. They di er from open systems in that their population cannot be arbitrarily large. The workload intensity in a batch system is speci ed by N, the average multiprogramming level. For a terminal system, the workload intensity is speci ed by N, the number of active terminal users, and Z, the average interarrival time of requests from terminal users (called the average think time).
Batch Systems
In a batch system, the population is assumed xed. Each completed request is immediately replaced by another request from an in nite backlog of requests. Thus, a queueing server maintaining a multilevel data structure with deferred maintenance in a batch system is always busy at all degradation levels i < d p . Furthermore, because the queue length is constant, the system state is completely speci ed by the degradation alone. Consequently, the system can be modeled by a state diagram similar to Figure 2 with i equal to 1, 8i; 0 i < d p . The closed-form solution for the average service rate in a batch system, X b , is the same as Equations (4) and (6) 
Terminal Systems
In a terminal system, each user issues requests independently at rate 1=Z. Users are logically and dynamically partitioned into two groups: those that have requests at the server's queue and those that do not (i.e., they are thinking). Let k denote the number of pending requests in the server's queue, 0 k N, which is also the number of waiting users. Then, the arrival rate of requests issued by the other users is (N ? k)=Z. The behavior of a queuing server maintaining a multilevel data structure with deferred maintenance in a terminal system is described by a twodimensional Markov model as shown Figure 3 . It is similar to Figure 1 except that it has a nite number of states and the arrival rates vary with the queue length. Here, we approximate i by the utilization of an M/M/1//N queuing system 10]. An M/M/1//N system is always ergodic 2 . Thus, for all degradation levels, the probability that the server is busy is strictly less than 1, i.e., 8i; 0 i < d p ; i < 1. This is exactly the opposite to batch systems where the queue is never empty and the server is always busy.
To nd the average service rate in a terminal system, X t , we again use Equations (4) and (6) except that i is estimated from the solution of an M/M/1//N queuing system with a constant service rate q i , i.e.,
The optimal maintenance period can be determined by a binary search for the value of d p that maximizes the expression in Equation (6) given Equations (4) and (8) . Note the model for terminal systems agrees with that for the batch systems as Z ! 0, i.e., when Z = 0 in Equation (8), i is equal to 1, 8i; 0 i < d p , yielding Equation (8) the same as Equation (7). 0,dp-1 1,dp-1 2,dp-1 N,dp q dp?1 q dp?1 q dp?1 ? ? ? ?
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Detailed Modeling versus Approximate Modeling
A key step in our methodology is that we use a single number to represent the degradation level of the data structure, that is, the number of records in excess of its average size in the steady state. Consequently, the reduced model is a one-dimensional Markov model that can be solved analytically. This approach falls into the category of approximate modeling as opposed to detailed modeling where the distribution of excessive elements in each level is considered explicitly. In the latter approach, the system state for a general n-level data structure would be represented by an (n ?1)-tuple that speci es the number of entries in each of the (n ?1) lower levels of the hierarchy. For n > 2, an analytical solution of the corresponding (n ?1)-dimensional Markov model would be di cult, if not impossible, to obtain. In our approach, the actual distribution of excessive records at the lower levels is not explicitly modeled in the Markov chain; instead it is accounted for implicitly during the parameterization process through which model parameters are assigned values (see Section 4.1). Speci cally, if n > 2 then the service and maintenance rates can be estimated based on the knowledge regarding the probability that a requested key falls into each of the levels of the data structure. This probability depends on the type of the multilevel data structure being maintained by the server. This way, we can still use a one-dimensional Markov model that is simple and tractable, instead of a more complicated (n ? 1)-dimensional model which may be intractable. This is a classical trade-o between the accuracy of a model and its solution complexity. Fortunately, a multilevel data structure with n > 2 is rarely used in practice (see 14] ) and therefore in most cases, our model describes the system behavior accurately.
Application of the Model and Result Interpretation
Equations (4) and (6) derived above coupled with Equations (5), (7) and (8) for open, batch and terminal workload systems, respectively, are a general closed-form solution for X. The reciprocal of X is the average service time per operation. This analytical solution can be used to determine the value of d p that optimizes the performance of a server maintaining a multilevel data structure with deferred maintenance under di erent workload conditions. This section demonstrates the utility of the closed-form solution by considering a detailed case study. Other instances can be treated similarly.
Example: A Database Server Maintaining a Two-level Sorted File
The case study under consideration is a database server that maintains a sorted disk le 7] . Records in the le are accessed given a key such as the employee's social security number. There are no duplicate keys. The le is stored using the two-level sorted array data structure described in Section 2 in which the top level array, A, is always sorted while the lower level array, B is not. We de ne the following static parameters of this two-level sorted array data structure:
T : the average service time required to scan an array element.
T a : the service time required to copy an array element from one location to another, e.g., copying an element to a location in array B.
T h : the system overhead time associated with every operation.
R : the average size of the data structure, that is, the number of active records in the le assuming that in the steady state Prob(insert) = Prob(delete) = q.
For comparison purposes, we also de ne the following static parameter pertaining to a single-level binary tree with on-the-y maintenance:
g : the system overhead time required to allocate or deallocate a node of a binary tree.
The database server is in an environment in which the average number of records is 500 (R = 500) in the steady state. Further, the probabilities of lookup, update, delete, and insert operations are 0.4, 0.2, 0.2, and 0.2, respectively (q = 0:2). The server runs on a SUN 3/50 workstation for which T is estimated to be 0.0000577 seconds including the time required to read an array entry and compare keys, T a is estimated to be 0.0000277 seconds, and T h is estimated to be 0.0073 seconds including the time required to read an operation from and send a response to a UNIX system-queue. Finally, g is estimated to be 0.0033 seconds.
Given the above static parameters, the dynamic parameters of the system, i.e., the service and maintenance rates, can be estimated as follows. because, on the average, the server needs to scan log 2 R elements in the sorted array (which occurs with probability R R+i ), and i=2 elements in the unsorted array (which occurs with probability i R+i ) to access a record. Recall that we assume all records have the same probability of being accessed and requests issued by users are independent. Furthermore, for delete operations, the time to change the status eld of an active record to empty is negligible compared with the search time.
2. Since there are no duplicate keys, the rate of servicing a degrading (i.e., insert) operation at degradation level i is estimated by a i = 1 T a + T h :
If duplicate keys exist, the denominator of the above expression should also include a term for the search time.
3. Assume that a data reorganization at degradation level i requires that the server rst quicksorts the i elements in the unsorted array and then merges the two sorted arrays into one using a temporary storage. Then, the maintenance rate of the server at degradation level i is estimated by m i = 1 (T + T a )(i log 2 i + R) + iT ; because on the average the quicksort algorithm scans and copies i log 2 i elements while the merge algorithm scans i + R of which R elements are copied.
The performance of the server is compared with two conventional designs: (a) a server that maintains a single-level sorted array with on-the-y maintenance and (b) a server that maintains a single-level binary tree also with on-the-y maintenance. Design (a) is less typical than design (b) and is included mainly for comparison purposes. In design (a), the array is always compact and sorted after every insert or delete operation. The average service rate of the server is estimated by:
because on the average a lookup or an update operation (which occurs with probability 1?2q) requires scanning log 2 R elements of the array, while a delete or an insert operation (which occurs with probability 2q) requires the same amount of search time plus the time to move up or down the elements behind or ahead of the element to be deleted or inserted. On the other hand, for design (b), the average service rate is estimated by: 1 T log 2 R + T h + 2qg + q (2=3) 2T + (1=3)T log 2 R] ; (10) where the average service time is estimated as the sum of (1) the time to search for a requested key, T log 2 R; (2) the overhead time per operation, T h ; (3) the time to allocate or deallocate a new node, g, if the operation is an insert or a delete operation which occurs with probability 2q; and, nally, if the operation is a delete operation which occurs with probability q then (4) the time to reorganize the binary tree which requires time 2T with probability 2/3 (if the deleted node has zero or one child) and time T log 2 R with probability 1/3 (if the deleted node has 2 children). sponding to a lightly-loaded system) to 110 (corresponding to a heavily-loaded system), using the closed-form solutions for open systems given by Equations (4), (5) and (6) . The result obtained from simulating the original two-dimensional Markov model (Figure 1 ) is shown in the same gure in dotted lines. The simulation results exhibit the same trend as analytical results and the average relative di erence between the analytical and simulation results is only 3.5%. However, the numerical computation for the simulation results is quite laborious { it requires a computation time of several hours as opposed to a few minutes required for analytical results. Furthermore, because of memory capacity, it was necessary to limit the total number of states to a maximum of 1024 500 (i.e., d p queue-size) during simulation, which may explain the small discrepancy between these two solutions. 3 These results show that the state reduction technique can greatly improve solution e ciency without compromising accuracy. To compare the multilevel design with single-level designs, Figure 4 also shows the average service rate in the case of a single-level sorted array based on Expression (9), and the average service rate in the case a single-level binary tree based on Expression (10), both with on-the-y maintenance.
Results for Open Systems
Because X o is a concave function, there is an optimal value of d p that maximizes the service rate as a function of the workload intensity . This optimal value of d p decreases as increases.
Then it remains constant without decreasing further.
The optimal value of d p is determined by two di erent factors: \maintenance overhead minimization," and \maintenance overhead elimination." Recall that under the deferred maintenance policy, the server attempts to upgrade the data structure (i.e., purge deleted records) whenever it becomes idle even if the degradation level is below the optimal value of d p . Such an attempt will be successful as long as no request arrives while the data structure is being reorganized. In this case, the maintenance overhead is eliminated with respect to subsequent arrivals because they do not wait for maintenance. The maintenance overhead elimination will contribute signi cantly to the reduction in service time when the workload intensity allows for a high idle-server probability. Figure 4 shows that when is small, the maintenance should be deferred as late as possible because the server can use idling periods to clean-up the data structure and the rate at which the data structure is upgraded this way will always be higher than the rate at which the data structure is degraded due to insert/delete operations. In other words, when is below certain threshold val- ue, maintenance overhead elimination totally dominates maintenance overhead minimization and consequently the optimal d p value is in nity. This is the behavior of the system under light load conditions. As increases, however, the server-idling probability is no longer high enough for the server to upgrade the data structure by merely utilizing its idling periods and still be able to catch up with the rate at which the data structure is degraded. Therefore, the server must periodically upgrade the data structure to optimize its performance. As a result, the average service rate decreases with increasing because some maintenance cost must be charged to clients as part of their response time due to extra queueing delay. This is the behavior of the system under medium load conditions.
When is high, maintenance overhead elimination is not possible at all because idle periods are too short for any maintenance to be performed successfully. Consequently, the optimal d p value is determined by the maintenance overhead minimization factor alone. In this case, the deferred maintenance is performed after the server has served a su cient number of clients so that the amortized cost per client is small. Note that above a high threshold value = 110, the optimal d p has a xed value (i.e., 64) and does not decrease any further with increasing . This is the behavior of the system under heavy load conditions. It is easy to identify the conditions under which the system is stable. The system is stable as long as the average service rate is greater than the arrival rate, i.e., < 125, because the optimal service rate under heavy load conditions is only 125. The advantage of the two-level sorted array with deferred maintenance is obvious. While the single-level binary tree with on-the-y maintenance allows for a maximum arrival rate of 108 (95 for the single-level sorted array with on-the-y maintenance), the two-level sorted array with deferred maintenance allows for an arrival rate as high as 125 and the system is still stable. Figure 5 compares the mean response time per operation as a function of . For the two-level sorted array with deferred maintenance, the mean response time at each is computed based on the corresponding optimal d p value. The improvement of deferred maintenance of the two-level sorted array over on-the-y maintenance of the single-level binary tree is remarkable. In particular, as approaches 108, the server of the binary tree with on-the-y maintenance becomes unstable and its response time approaches in nity. On the other hand, the server of the two-level sorted array with deferred maintenance remains stable and its response time increases slowly until 120. Figure 6 shows the analytical solution for a terminal system using Equations (4), (8) and (6), assuming that the average think time, Z, is 0.0625 seconds. The population varies from 1 (corresponding to a lightly-loaded system) to 16 (corresponding to a heavily-loaded system). The result obtained from simulating the original two-component Markov model (Figure 3 ) is again shown in the same gure in dotted lines. These two sets of solutions match near perfectly with the average relative di erence being only 1.6%.
Results for Closed Terminal Systems
Similar to the case of open systems, under light load conditions X t is insensitive to the value of d p beyond the optimal point because under these conditions maintenance overhead elimination dominates maintenance overhead minimization. Therefore, the optimal d p can be arbitrarily large. Under medium to heavy load conditions, however, X t is more sensitive to d p because under these conditions maintenance overhead elimination is less important compared with maintenance overhead minimization. Consequently, X t is optimized only at a particular d p value. Speci cally, When N 10 to 12 (a medium load condition), the optimal d p value is 128. When N = 16 (a heavy load condition), the optimal d p value is 64 and stays so for higher values of N because the probability that the server can clean-up the data structure using server-idling periods approaches 0, despite the fact that the server-idling probability is nonzero in closed terminal systems. Figure 7 shows the results for a closed batch system with the population N varying from 1 (corresponding to a lightly loaded system) to 16 (corresponding to a heavily loaded system.) Here, X b is always optimized at the same value (i.e., d p = 64), regardless of the value of N. This is because the server in a batch system is busy with probability 1, even if there is only a single request in the system. This is the case in which maintenance overhead minimization totally dominates maintenance overhead elimination. The simulation result in this case is identical to the analytical result.
Results for Closed Batch Systems

Summary
It is important to identify conditions (i.e., workload types and intensities, and when to perform periodic maintenances) under which multilevel data structures with deferred maintenance can perform better than alternative designs before implementation. To that end, we have developed a Markov model and applied a state reduction technique to derive closed-form solutions for the average service time per operation of a deferred maintenance policy that utilizes server-idling periods for maintenance. The model is general enough to accommodate other deferred maintenance policies, such as the one that does not attempt maintenance when the server is idle. Unlike previous work, no assumption is made regarding the workload intensity or the type of data structure used by the server. Therefore, it can be applied to predict the performance of di erent multilevel data structures under various workload conditions.
To illustrate the utility of the model, it was applied to analyze a two-level sorted array with deferred maintenance. The performance of the two-level multilevel data structure, under the optimizing conditions identi ed by the closed-form solution, is compared with that of a single-level sorted array and a single-level binary tree, both with on-the-y maintenance. The results suggest that a two-level sorted array with deferred maintenance can outperform single-level data structures with on-the-y maintenance in both open and closed systems. Furthermore, because of a smaller service time per operation, deferred maintenance on the two-level sorted array allows the system to sustain a higher workload intensity before the system eventually becomes unstable as workload increases. These results imply that deferred maintenance is a viable alternative for improving the performance of queueing servers maintaining multilevel data structures.
The analysis performed in the paper assumes that delete and insert operations have equal probabilities. Therefore, a steady state exists in which the average size of the multilevel data structure is constant. Clearly, since in the steady state the system performs data reorganization periodically in a cycle, the initial size of the data structure in each xed-length maintenance period is also equal to the average size of the data structure. Before the system reaches the steady state, however, it is possible that the system can be in a transient phase in which the probability of insert operations is larger than the probability of delete operations such that the size of the data structure increases. The models developed in the paper can also be applied to this case with one change. That is, the initial size of the data structure at the beginning of each maintenance period during the transient phase (and thus the maintenance and service rates in each period) will be varied on a period by period basis, as opposed to a constant size in the steady state. This may lead to a di erent optimizing value of d p for each maintenance period (and thus a di erent period length) depending on how fast the data structure grows during the transient phase. A future research e ort is required to observe if there is a trend or relation among these optimizing values of d p .
Other possible future research areas include (a) performing similar analyses to other multilevel data structures such as B-trees; (b) analyzing the e ect of hot keys and serial correlation between requests on the optimizing value of d p ; and (c) investigating the applicability of the Markov model and the proposed state reduction technique to more sophisticated maintenance policies such as deferred and concurrent maintenance policies based on priority and interrupt-driven schemes.
